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Cyber Security and
Correspondent Banking Reports
Among FSB’s Deliverables
The Financial Stability Board (FSB) recently met in Canada to discuss deliverables for the upcoming G20 Summit in Buenos Aires,
Argentina. Among the six reports to be developed and delivered at the Summit are a progress report on the risks inherent to the
decline in correspondent banking relationships (see interview with Jochen Metzger on page 14 for more) and a Cyber Lexicon to
support the cyber security-related work of the FSB, standard-setting bodies, authorities, and private sector participants. Note that both
reports have been published in full in advance of the Summit. The Board also announced several initiatives to be undertaken as part of
the FSB’s 2019 work programme, including a project on the financial stability implications of decentralised financial technologies and
a project to develop effective practices for financial institutions responding to, and recovering from, a cyber incident.A progress report
on the latter will be published by mid-2019.

Data61 Developing
Open Banking Standard
in Australia

Expansive New
Federal Law for UAE
Central Bank

In the next phase of the introduction of Australia’s Consumer Data
Right (CDR) legislation, the federal government has appointed data
science research group Data61
as the interim data standards
body. Data61’s Consumer Data
Standards team has already
started working to develop open
standards to underpin the CDR,
with a draft recently posted to
GitHub. These open standards,
according to Data61, will allow
consumers to “safely access data about them held by businesses, and
direct this information to be transferred via APIs to trusted, accredited
third parties of their choice.” The CDR will enable consumers to have
greater control over how their data is used and will be rolled out first
in the banking sector. As such, Data61 has prioritised the development
of an open banking standard built on existing open banking and
financial API standards. Australia’s four largest banks are facing down
an implementation deadline of 1 July 2019, and remaining banks must
comply with the new open standards by 1 July 2020.

The President of the United Arab Emirates, Khalifa Bin
Zayed Al Nahyan, has issued an expansive new Federal
Law regarding the Central Bank of the United Arab
Emirates (CBUAE) and the organisation of financial
institutions and activities in the country. Federal Law
No. 14 of 2018 expands on previous provisions and
contains a dedicated section on financial infrastructure
(Part IV) that elaborates on CBUAE’s responsibilities
relating to clearing and settlement, retail payments,
designation of financial infrastructure systems,
oversight of systems, suspension or revocation of
licenses, issuance of regulations and instructions,
determining violations, and more. CBUAE Governor
Mubarak Rashid Al Mansouri said the law is “a significant
step towards the comprehensive development of the
financial sector in the UAE and reinforcement of [the]
Central Bank’s independence and regulatory powers.
This will promote effective control over the financial
sector in line with international best practices and
standards.”

World Bank Releases Trove
of Findex Microdata
In a bout of perfect timing, the World Bank’s recent release of the microdata from its 2017 Global Findex coincided with the Center for
Financial Inclusion’s 2018 Financial Inclusion Week, which ran from from 29 October to 2 November. The 2017 installment of the Findex,
including the country-level data and financial inclusion report, was originally issued in April. The newly released microdata comprise
individual-level survey responses from approximately 150,000 adults living in more than 140 global economies. According to the World
Bank’s Lead Economist, Leora Klapper, “the good thing about the microdata is it lets you slice up the Global Findex variables in countless
different ways. It’s also easy to mix in data from other sources and explore the factors driving financial inclusion.” The microdata is
intended to help researchers better understand financial inclusion trends and open opportunities to further advance inclusion efforts.
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New UK Guidelines
Aim to Accelerate
Fintech Growth
In the UK, Tech Nation’s Fintech Delivery Panel (FDP),
in association with the British Standards Institution
(BSI), recently published new guidelines to improve
engagement between fintech companies and financial
institutions. The Publicly Available Specification – PAS
201:2018 Supporting Fintechs in Engaging With Financial
Institutions Guide – seeks to clarify processes for fintech
companies and financial institutions alike. The PAS aims
to reduce time, cost, and risk for all parties. The document
has been jointly created by the UK’s top retail banks sitting
on the FDP, including Royal Bank of Scotland, Barclays,
HSBC UK, Lloyds Banking Group, and Santander. Leading
fintechs, such as MarketInvoice, The ID Co., and iwoca also
contributed to developing the guidelines, with all parties
coming together to identify and address the issues that
prevent fintechs and financial institutions from becoming
successful allies. The FDP, set up at the request of the UK
Treasury, “develops collaborative initiatives to positively
impact domestic fintech startups and accelerate their time
to market.”

Nigeria’s Central Bank
Reviews Operations of
Indirect Participants in
Payment System

In a move to evolve the nation’s electronic payments
system, the Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) has issued an
exposure draft on Regulation for the Operation of Indirect
Participants in the Payments System. The regulation seeks
to standardise the operation of indirect participants in
Nigeria’s payments system in light of their critical role in
driving financial inclusion. The proposed regulation also
looks to provide a mechanism and framework for the
clearing and settlement of indirect participants’ payment
instruments through settlement banks and strengthen
the standing of indirect participants so they can better
participate in Nigeria’s digital financial service ecosystem.
The draft was issued on 6 November with a closing date
of 26 November. As reported in the October 2018 issue
of CBPN, CBN has also collected stakeholder input to
inform the final Guidelines for Licensing and Regulation
of Payment Service Banks in Nigeria. The final set of
guidelines was published on 1 November.
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Deutsche Bundesbank
and Deutsche Börse
Group Complete Key
Blockchain Tests

Since 2016 Deutsche Bundesbank and Deutsche Börse
have been running a collaborative research project on
blockchain-based securities settlement. In late October
they announced the completion of performance tests on
their jointly-specified prototypes. The tested functionality
included the settlement of securities transactions,
payments, interest payments, and repayments at the
maturity of a bond. Newly appointed Member of the
Bundesbank’s Executive Board, Burkhard Balz, declared
the testing a success, with the technology having
possible broad application: “During this project, Deutsche
Bundesbank and Deutsche Börse learned a lot about the
usage of this technology and its concrete implementation.
We expect the rapid development to continue, and also
see the potential in using it for high-volume applications.
The approach of a permissioned architecture, which takes
into account the requirements of the financial sector from
the outset, has proven to be right.”

Distributed Ledger
Technology Shows Promise
in Equity Settlement

Payments Canada, the Bank of Canada, TMX Group,
Accenture, and R3 have published a comprehensive report
of findings on Project Jasper, demonstrating the feasibility
of clearing and settlement of securities using distributed
ledger technology (DLT). The findings cover the third
phase of the Project. Whereas previous phases focused
on the clearing and settlement of high-value interbank
cash payments using DLT, Phase III explored an integrated
payments and securities infrastructure. “We are pleased
with the Phase III outcomes and the results achieved
by bringing members of Canada’s financial market
ecosystem together, including TMX, financial institutions
and the Bank of Canada,” said Andrew McCormack, Chief
Information Officer at Payments Canada. Scott Hendry,
the Bank of Canada’s Senior Special Director for Financial
Technology, added, “DLT is a promising technology that
has the potential to reduce costs for participants and
open new opportunities. Phase III of Project Jasper gave
us the opportunity to test the technology further, and work
remains to be done to determine how it can be set up to
maximize the benefits for the whole financial system.”
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At a Glance
Artificial Intelligence

Cross-Border

Singapore Issues Principles to
Guide Use of AI and Data Analytics
in Finance

Singapore FinTech Association
Forges Chongqing Alliance

The Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) has introduced
the world’s first set of principles to promote fairness, ethics,
accountability and transparency (FEAT) in the use of artificial
intelligence (AI) and data analytics in finance. MAS Chief Data
Officer Dr. David Hardoon said, “The FEAT Principles lay the
foundation for a thriving AI and data analytics ecosystem. As
the financial industry harnesses the potential of AI and data
analytics on an increasing scale, we need to be cognisant of
using these technologies in a responsible and ethical manner.
The FEAT Principles are a significant first step that MAS has
taken with the industry.”

Card Schemes
PBOC Grants AmEx Approval to
Clear Card Payments
On 9 November, the People’s Bank of China (PBOC) granted
preparatory approval (link in Chinese) for a clearing and
settlement license to a joint venture between American Express
(AmEx) and Chinese fintech LianLian. Express Company, the
proposed clearing business to be based in mainland China, will
process domestic transactions made on AmEx-branded cards
in Renminbi. “We are pleased to be the first foreign payments
network allowed to build a network in mainland China,” said
AmEx Chairman and CEO Stephen J. Squeri. “This is an
important next step toward being able to bring the benefits
and services of our global network to Chinese customers and
expanding the ability of our global Card Members to use their
American Express Cards in mainland China.”

The inaugural China (Chongqing)-Singapore Connectivity
Initiative Financial Summit was recently held in Chongqing,
China, on 2 November. During the event, 10 Memoranda of
Understanding were signed relating to cross-border financial
and infrastructure connectivity between the China’s Western
Region and Southeast Asia. Included among these agreements,
according to a press release from the Monetary Authority of
Singapore, the Singapore FinTech Association has forged an
alliance with authorities in Chongqing to develop the city’s
fintech industry.

SWIFT Successfully Trials Instant
Cross-Border Payments POC
In late October, SWIFT released the results of its new instant
cross-border payments proof of concept. Twelve banks
participated in the trial, with nine sending cross-border SWIFT
global payments innovation (gpi) payments to Australia and
three Australian banks processing the payments domestically
via the New Payments Platform (NPP). All payments sent during
the trial were processed end-to-end within 60 seconds, with
some payments processed as quickly as 18 seconds. As stated
in the press release, the trial demonstrated that “by enabling
gpi in real-time domestic systems, payments can be effected
almost instantly, even when they involve domestic settlement
and non-gpi banks.”

CBDC, Blockchain, and Cryptos
What Can a Blockchain Do and Not Do?
In a new paper, What Can a Blockchain Do and Not Do? (link in Chinese), the People’s Bank of China warns of bubbles in blockchainrelated financing and investments involving cryptocurrencies, especially in Initial Coin Offerings (ICOs). The authors, Director of the
Research Bureau Xu Zhong and Central Bank Analyst Zou Chuanwei, argue that the government should strengthen supervision of
the sector and prevent financial risks. “Speculation, market manipulation, and even violations of laws and regulations are common,
especially for token projects involving public offering transactions,” the paper warns.
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Russia Considers Ruble-pegged
Cryptocurrency

Japan Grants Self-regulatory Status
to Cryptocurrency Industry

Speaking in early November on household debt, Chairman
of the State Duma Committee on Financial Markets Anatoly
Aksakov expressed his view that the government will back a
cryptocurrency, “but it will be a ruble-pegged cryptocurrency.”
According to reports, the coin appears to represent a
blockchain-powered stablecoin pegged 1:1 to the ruble.
Aksakov stated that the cryptocurrency will be issued by the
central bank since it is backed by fiat currency and further
noted that the implementation of blockchain technology in
terms of issuance of cryptocurrency is “promising.”

After reviewing its approach toward an industry that has been
hit by large-scale thefts, Japan’s Financial Services Agency
(FSA) has granted the cryptocurrency industry self-regulatory
status (link in Japanese), which gives the Japan Virtual
Currency Exchange Association the authority to police and
sanction exchanges for any violations. The FSA approval allows
the industry association to set rules in order to safeguard the
assets of customers, and the association will be expected
to take steps to prevent money laundering and to police
compliance with operating rules.

Digital Currency Plans Cause Furor
in Marshall Islands

Malta Passes Act to Regulate
Virtual Asset Exchanges

Sources report that Hilda Heine, the President of the Republic
of the Marshall Islands, has narrowly survived a no-confidence
vote that was initiated in part by her plans to introduce a
national digital currency. The parliament had initially backed
the creation of a national digital currency, the Sovereign (SOV),
in February of this year, to be distributed and used along with
the U.S. dollar, the country’s mainstream currency. However,
some parliament members have argued that the plan might
effect damage on the country’s reputation. It currently appears
that the government will move forward with the Sovereign
despite opposition from the International Monetary Fund (IMF).

Malta is fast becoming a leading “blockchain hub.” In early
November the country passed the Virtual Financial Assets
(VFA) Act of 2018 in order to increase consumer protections in
the field of Initial Virtual Financial Asset Offerings and Virtual
Financial Assets. The new framework sets forth criteria that
must be met before technology entities will be allowed to
legally operate within the nation. The oversight of companies
will be conducted by Malta’s Financial Services Authority
(MFSA). The MFSA will control registration and licensing of all
Virtual Financial Asset Offerings that intend to operate from or
in the nation’s borders.

Crypto Framework Under
Discussion in The Bahamas

Euro Banking Association Explores
DLT-based RegTech

The Central Bank of the Bahamas
has issued a discussion paper
on
a
proposed
regulatory
framework for crypto assets
and related instruments. The
Bank is seeking to enhance the
sector’s competitiveness “without
compromising the integrity or
international reputation of The
Bahamas, or undermining the
financial safety of Bahamian households.” The Central Bank
indicated that it supports the international regulatory convention
of using the term “crypto assets” rather than “cryptocurrencies,”
in large part because it “clearly distinguishes between central
bank issued fiat currency and private sector products (such
as Bitcoin or Ripple).” The consultative period will run until 15
December 2018.

FATF Issues Regulatory
Recommendations for
Virtual Assets
The Financial Action Task Force (FATF) has adopted key
changes to the FATF Recommendations and Glossary that
clarify how the Recommendations apply in the case of
financial activities involving virtual assets. These changes add
new definitions of “virtual assets” and “virtual asset service
providers” – such as exchanges, some wallet providers, and
providers of financial services for ICOs. FATF announced it will
also review the scope of activities and operations covered in
the amended Recommendations and Glossary in the next year
and consider whether further updates are necessary to ensure
the FATF Standards remain relevant.

In the Euro Banking Association’s (EBA) latest report,
Cryptotechnologies: Improving Regulatory Compliance, the
EBA’s Cryptotechnologies Working Group finds that the use of
technologies such as distributed ledger technology (DLT) for
RegTech holds considerable potential for improving regulatory
compliance processes. “Financial institutions are subject
to multiple reporting requirements to various authorities at
various frequencies,” said José Vicente, Chair of the EBA
Cryptotechnologies Working Group. “DLT-based reporting
systems can be designed to be compliant with regulation
from the outset and help make these reporting processes
more efficient and fault-proof for the benefit of both financial
institutions and regulatory authorities.” said José Vicente, Chair
of the EBA Cryptotechnologies Working Group.

Iran Reveals Cryptocurrency
Use Case
A news agency affiliated with the Central Bank of Iran reports
that the Bank will be piloting a national cryptocurrency. In its
first phase it will be used in a wholesale manner between
banks in transactions and settlement. The cryptocurrency
will be rial-based — for each single national cryptocurrency
unit, its rial equivalent in the central bank’s account will be
blocked. Therefore, it will not create liquidity. The Informatics
Services Corporation is currently developing and designing the
cryptocurrency, and CEO Seyyed Abotaleb Najafi states that
retail application of the digital currency will be evaluated after
this pilot phase.
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Cyber Security

Delivery-versus-Payment

BSP Toughens Up on Cyber Risk
Reporting Rules

Danish Kroner First Non-Euro
Currency in T2S

Cyber attacks on financial institutions are becoming
increasingly persistent, sophisticated, and targeted. That’s why
Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) recently tightened reporting
requirements for BSP-supervised financial institutions (BSFIs).
The previous regime prescribed reporting within 10 calendar
days from the incident; this has been shortened to two hours
from the discovery of the attack. According to BSP, “this is
necessary in view of the speed of exploitation, proliferation
of attack tools and actors, and potentially massive extent of
damage from cyber-related incidents.” Following the initial
report, the affected BSFI must also submit a follow-up report
within 24 hours after the incident. Banks must fully comply with
the new regime by 26 November.

G7 Cyber Expert Group Releases
Two New Reports
The G7’s guiding documents for cyber security – Fundamental
Elements of Cybersecurity for the Financial Sector (2016)
and Fundamental Elements for Effective Assessment of
Cybersecurity for the Financial Sector (2017) – are well known
in the banking community. More recently, the G7 Cyber Expert
Group issued two additional reports on the topic. The G7
Fundamental Elements for Third Party Cyber Risk Management
in the Financial Sector looks at risk management components
regarding third parties and points out potential systemic risks.
The G7 Fundamental Elements for Threat-Led Penetration
Testing offers up guidelines on how financial institutions can
effectively assess their cyber resilience via simulated cyber
attacks. Both advisory reports were adopted by the G7 finance
ministers and central bank governors in October 2018.

‘Payment Controls’ from SWIFT
Blocks Suspicious Payments
In late October, SWIFT announced a new solution designed to
combat fraudulent payments and help strengthen its customers’
existing security. The Payment Controls service offers real-time
monitoring, alerting, and blocking of suspicious payments and
is part of SWIFT’s Customer Security Programme (CSP). “The
growing threat of cyberattacks has never been more pressing,
and banks need to be able to verify the integrity of payments
in real time,” said Luc Meurant, SWIFT’s Chief Marketing Officer.
“Payment Controls demonstrates our commitment to playing
our part in protecting the security of the wider financial services
industry. I am confident that the new service will be an important
weapon in the fight against fraud.”

On 29 October, Danmarks Nationalbank successfully
connected its new payment system, Kronos2, to the European
Central Bank’s pan-European TARGET2-Securities (T2S)
platform. In a landmark for the platform, securities transactions
in Danish kroner can now be settled on T2S. The Kroner is
the first non-Euro currency that has been made available for
Delivery-versus-Payment (DvP) settlement.

MAS, Singapore Exchange
Successfully Trial Blockchain-based
Settlement of Tokenised Assets
The Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) and Singapore
Exchange (SGX) announced on 11 November that they have
successfully developed Delivery-versus-Payment (DvP)
capabilities for the settlement of tokenised assets across
blockchain platforms. The findings are expected to help
simplify post-trade processes, shorten settlement cycles,
reduce settlement risks, and improve operational efficiency.
For more information, see the joint industry report published
by MAS and SGX.

Financial Inclusion
Inter-American Development Bank
Group and MAS Ink Financial
Inclusion Agreement
The Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) Group and
MAS have signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
to collaborate on initiatives to foster financial inclusion and
innovation throughout the ASEAN regions and Latin America
and the Caribbean (LAC). The key areas for collaboration
include: cross-border collaboration networks between the
fintech ecosystems in Singapore and LAC; policy dialogues
on topics of common interest such as API standards, data
governance, cybersecurity, and digital identity; and facilitating
knowledge exchange on relevant topics.
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Moroccan Central
Bank Advances
Financial Inclusion
Efforts
For more than a decade, financial inclusion has been a
key commitment at Bank Al-Maghrib (BAM), which was the
2017 recipient of the Alliance for Financial Inclusion’s (AFI)
Maya Declaration Award. BAM recently strengthened this
commitment in an intensive five-day Innovations in Digital
Finance session co-organised by AFI. Throughout the session,
37 participants from 27 countries shared experiences on
developing strategies to create inclusive payment ecosystems,
framing innovative regulatory approaches, and designing
tailored cybersecurity frameworks. Emerging policy areas such
as “green” financial inclusion were discussed, while the themes
of consumer protection and gender underpinned the training
event.

Malawi’s Central Bank to Mandate
Digital Payments
Malawi’s remarkable progress in digital financial inclusion was
a highlight of the World Bank’s 2017 Global Findex. From 2012
to 2017, mobile money accounts went from less than 1,000 to
over 1.8 million active accounts. According to local reports, the
Reserve Bank of Malawi (RBM) is now looking to draft legislation
that will see all businesses offering at least one digital payment
option for consumers. According to RBM spokesperson Mbane
Ngwira, the Deployment and Usage of Electronic Payments
Channels Regulations 2018 Bill is being finalised by the Ministry
of Justice and should be in place by the new year.

BSP Establishes Center for
Learning and Inclusion Advocacy

NOVEMBER 2018

Fintech
Singapore Proposes ‘Sandbox
Express’ with Fast-Track Approvals
On 14 November, the Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS)
released a consultation paper on a proposed Sandbox Express
initiative. The pre-defined sandboxes will complement MAS’s
existing FinTech Regulatory Sandbox, launched in 2016.
Sandbox Express will quickly onboard firms that intend to
conduct regulated activities without the need to undergo the
existing bespoke sandbox application and approval process.
The project will initially include sandboxes specifically predefined for insurance broking, recognised market operators,
and remittance businesses. The consultation runs until 13
December.

Lithuania and Kazakhstan
Strengthen FinTech Cooperation
The Bank of Lithuania and Astana Financial Services Authority
(Kazakhstan) have agreed to strengthen cooperation in the
field of fintech and work together in promoting fintechs in both
countries. “Both we and our Kazakhstanian colleagues have
already created a regulatory sandbox, offering opportunities
for businesses to trial their innovative financial products, thus,
it will be beneficial for our countries to share experience and
good practices,” said Marius Jurgilas, Member of the Board of
the Bank of Lithuania. This is the third fintech agreement signed
by the Bank of Lithuania this year; in March an agreement
was reached with the Monetary Authority of Singapore and in
October with the National Bank of Ukraine.

National Bank of Rwanda Grants
Sandbox to Fintech Firm
According to local reports, the National Bank of Rwanda (NBR)
has implemented a regulatory sandbox program as part of its
broader innovation initiatives to encourage and promote digital
financial services in the country. This effort is anticipated to
help fast-track the rollout of Rwanda’s cashless economy. NBR
has granted Riha Payment System testing approval to work for
a six-month period within its sandbox regulatory framework. It
is the first startup in Rwanda to be granted such permission.
The firm will be testing their innovative mobile wallet solution
— Riha Mobile Wallet.
On 31 October, Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) established
the new Center for Learning and Inclusion Advocacy (CLIA),
which will operate under the Office of the Governor. CLIA builds
on BSP’s notable momentum in advancing financial inclusion –
BSP was one of the first central banks in the world to establish a
dedicated financial inclusion unit. CLIA’s core areas of focus will
be: creating a policy and regulatory environment to enable the
private sector to safely deliver innovative financial products and
services; ensuring that consumers are financially literate and
utilise the benefits of financial access; and building effective
partnerships and public-private sector cooperation toward
broad-based and inclusive growth through the implementation
of the National Strategy for Financial Inclusion.

FDIC Launches Innovation Office
At a recent American Banker event, Chairman Jelena McWilliams
announced that the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
(FDIC) will soon set up an Office of Innovation. According to
McWilliams, the Office will create a more accommodating
environment for banks to adopt new financial technologies.
She indicated that the FDIC could promote innovation in three
ways: first via the industrial loan company, a specialised banking
charter supervised by the FDIC; the second would involve the
FDIC’s regulation of banks’ third-party vendor relationships;
and the third is by working with tech companies to improve
processing, service, and efficiency at banks.
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Bahrain Recognised for
Fintech Hub Efforts
Bahrain was recently recognised as “MENA Fintech Hub of
the Year” during the FinX 2018 fintech event held in Dubai in
late October. Bahrain was awarded for its pioneering initiatives
in providing the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region
with: 1) a fintech hub that recognises the joint effort between
the regulators, banks, accelerators, and investors to create
a cohesive ecosystem; and 2) a regulatory environment that
promotes and encourages innovation in the region’s financial
system. “We are delighted to receive this award, which is a
demonstration of international recognition for the initiatives
being undertaken by the Kingdom of Bahrain in Fintech,” said
Mr. Rasheed Al Maraj, Governor of the Central Bank of Bahrain.

Japan’s Fintech Study Group
Summarises Key Discussion Points
The Bank of Japan (BOJ) recently published a paper
summarising the main points discussed at its FinTech Study
Group’s final meeting held in June. To read more about the
paper, see page 16 of this issue. BOJ set up the interdisciplinary
group in 2016, which comprised professionals in the fields of
law, economics, and informatics. It met a total of five times to
discuss the impact of fintech on the financial sector. Topics
covered included: (1) economic analysis of fintech’s impact on
the financial system and central bank policy; (2) design of legal
and regulatory frameworks; and (3) the robustness of these
technologies.

Taiwan Signs FinTech
Cooperation Agreement
with Arizona
Taiwan’s Financial Supervisory Commission Chairman,
Wellington Koo, recently signed a FinTech Cooperation
Agreement with Mark Brnovich, Attorney General of the State
of Arizona. The agreement creates a bilateral supervisory
authority referral mechanism, details information sharing
procedures, and lays out potential joint innovation plans.
According to the Arizona Attorney General’s Office, the goal
is to create an information sharing arrangement between the
regulators that may result in the opportunity for businesses to
develop and test eligible fintech products in both markets.
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Mauritius Publishes Draft Framework
for Digital Asset Licenses

The Mauritius Financial Services Commission (FSC) has
released a draft framework for the Custodian Services (Digital
Asset) License it intends to grant to fintech companies. FSC
currently issues two types of licenses for custodians that provide
traditional financial services, but the licenses do not currently
reflect the specifics for safekeeping crypto-based assets. The
new draft Digital Asset License is tailored to account for these
differences and to ensure compliance with relevant regulations
and laws. The FSC is seeking feedback on its proposal from
industry stakeholders and members of the public, who have
been invited to send comments and suggestions via email until
the end of November.

Guidelines, Laws, and
Regulations
Bank of Jamaica Updates Retail
Payment Guidelines
On 1 November, the Bank of Jamaica (BOJ) released an update
of its retail e-payment guidelines. This marks the first time
the document has been amended since it was initially issued
in February 2013. The 2019 Guidelines for Electronic Retail
Payment Services (ERPS 2) include new provisions that reflect
the numerous payments innovations introduced over the past
five years, particularly in the retail payments space. ERPS 2 will
take effect on 1 February 2019.

Banco de Portugal Releases New
Legal Regime for Payment Services

Barbados Establishes a Fintech
Regulatory Sandbox
The Central Bank of Barbados (CBB) and the Barbados Financial
Services Commission (FSC) have collaborated to establish a
framework for a regulatory sandbox. The Framework seeks to
provide regulatory clarity for businesses offering viable new
fintech products, services, and solutions. A Regulatory Review
Panel (RRP) made of members from the CBB, the FSC, and the
Director of Finance and Economic Affairs will oversee sandbox
operations. The RRP will determine the regulatory issues for
consideration during the sandbox, set the timeframe of the
sandbox, and give further guidance to sandbox applicants. The
Panel will then produce an assessment report on the sandbox’s
performance and will identify any new or emerging regulatory
issues.

On 13 November, Banco de Portugal released its new Legal
Regime for Payment and Electronic Currency Services (Regime
Jurídico dos Serviços de Pagamento e da Moeda Eletrónica,
RJSPME. Link in Portuguese). The regime is a guiding
framework for the promotion of a more innovative, competitive,
and secure payment market in Portugal. According to the Bank,
RJSPME will change the way payment service providers make
their services available to customers, and at the same time will
also change how private individuals, companies, and the State
Administration make payments. RJSPME is part of Decree-Law
no. 91/2018, the central element in the provision of payment
services in Portugal.
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Instant Payments
Instant Payments
Come to Serbia
After nearly two years of dedicated
effort, the National Bank of Serbia’s
(NBS) instant payment system
went live on 22 October. Instant
Payments Serbia (IPS) is a stateof-the-art platform that operates
on a 24/7/365 basis and enables transfers within a matter of
seconds. During rollout, the country’s banks will be obligated
to provide clients with at least one channel for instant credit
transfers (e.g., a mobile banking app), and by 1 April 2019 must
enable IPS through all available channels for initiating payment
transactions.

U.S. Faster Payments
Council Launched
On 13 November, the Faster Payments Task Force’s Governance
Framework Formation Team (GFFT) announced the U.S. Faster
Payments Council (FPC). The GFFT formed the FPC in response
to a key recommendation from the Faster Payments Task
Force, which was convened and supported by the Federal
Reserve. The new organisation will “work toward the goal of a
ubiquitous, world-class payment system that allows Americans
to safely and securely pay anyone, anywhere, at any time
and with near-immediate funds availability.” The 22 founding
members include payment card networks, banks, The Clearing
House, and NACHA. FPC is now searching for an executive to
lead the Council.

RBA Launches Consultation on
New Payments Platform
The Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA), with assistance and input
from the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission, is
seeking stakeholder views on the functionality and accessibility
of the New Payments Platform (NPP). Launched in February
2018, NPP is a national instant payments platform developed
by a consortium of 13 Australian financial institutions, including
RBA. The closing date for submissions is 30 November. See the
October 2018 issue for a related interview with Katrina Stuart,
Head of Engagement at NPP Australia.

Belarus Plans Instant
Payments Project
According to reports in local media, the National Bank of the
Republic of Belarus (NBRB) plans to launch a national instant
payments service by mid-2019. Speaking at the 2018 BankIT
event in Minsk, NBRB’s Deputy Chairman of the Board Dmitry
Kalechit said that work is currently underway on the project’s
technical components and is expected to launch in beta mode
by January 2019. The nation’s instant payments service is
anticipated to be fully operational by 1 July 2019 and, as noted
by Mr. Kalechit, participation will be voluntary for banks. During
the event, the Deputy Chairman also mentioned NBRB’s plans
to implement biometric identification tools for financial services.

NOVEMBER 2018

HKMA Releases First Stats for
Faster Payment System
On 6 November, the Hong Kong Monetary Authority (HKMA)
issued the first set of statistics on the Faster Payment System
(FPS) since it was launched on 17 September. By end-October,
FPS recorded a total of 1.59 million registrations, comprising
1.1 million mobile number records, 253,000 email address
records, and 223,000 FPS Identifiers records. In its first
month, FPS processed 1.58 million transactions, amounting
to HK$33.3 billion. While uptake of FPS has been impressive,
FPS encountered a slight hiccup late last month when HKMA
ordered e-wallet operators to restrict some top-up functions
due to fraudulent transactions pushed through the platform; as
a result HKMA has strengthened verification requirements for
e-wallets.

Interoperability
BOE and Pay.UK Seek Members for
New Standards Advisory Panel
The Bank of England (BoE), in conjunction with Pay.UK (formerly
the New Payment Systems Operator, NPSO) has issued a
general call for interest to senior-level payments industry
stakeholders interested in joining the newly created Standards
Advisory Panel. The Panel will be jointly run by Pay.UK and BoE.
According to the call for interest, “members of the Panel will
have an opportunity to influence changes across wholesale
and retail payments, shaping how benefits for the UK are
maximised while ensuring changes are proportionate. The
focus of the panel will be on the implementation of ISO 20022,
however, will also cover other payments standards for the UK.”
The application window closes on 10 December.

EBA Clearing and SWIFT
Embark on EURO1 ISO
20022 Migration

On 24 October, EBA Clearing and SWIFT kicked off the initial
stages of a work programme to migrate EURO1, the large-value
payment system (LVPS), over to the ISO 20022 messaging
standard. The implementation programme is based on the
results of an extensive user consultation conducted by the two
parties in 2017/2018. The November 2021 migration deadline
was set in alignment with the deadline laid out for the migration
of the Eurosystem’s TARGET2 platform. As stated in the press
release, the programme responds to the expressed need of
the EURO1 participants for a continued strong alignment of the
pan-European private-industry platform with TARGET2 in order
to ensure full intra-day switchability between the two systems.
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US Fintechs and Banks Unite
to Enhance Standardisation,
Consumer Data Security
How to standardise and unify an increasingly fragmented
financial services landscape – especially when consumer data
comes into play? In the United States, some of the largest banks
and fintech firms have joined forces to create a new non-profit
organization to solve some of these challenges. The Financial
Data Exchange (FDX), a subsidiary of the Financial Services
Information Sharing and Analysis Center (FS-ISAC), is dedicated
to promoting and enhancing a common interoperable standard
and operating framework for sharing consumer financial data.
FDX is centered on the Durable Data API (DDA), released by
FS-ISAC in early 2018, and is open to all financial institutions
and fintechs in the US.

Mobile Payments
CJEU Rules Against Hungary’s
State-Owned Mobile Payment
System
The Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) has ruled
that the exclusive operation of Hungary’s state-owned mobile
payment system, Nemzeti Mobilfizetési Zrt, is contrary to the
European Union Services Directive. In a 7 November media
release, CJEU acknowledged that “even if the services
provided under that system constitute services of general
economic interest, their supply cannot be reserved to a State
monopoly.” In operation since 2014, Nemzeti Mobilfizetési Zrt is
mandatory for the mobile payment of public parking charges,
road tolls, public transport fares, and fees for a number of other
services offered by the Hungarian Government.

Bank Al-Maghrib and Regulator
Launch National Mobile Payments
Platform
After lengthy stakeholder consultation, Morocco’s central
bank and the National Agency for the Regulation of
Telecommunications recently announced (link in French) a
new jointly operated mobile payments platform. The “m-wallet”
supports P2P payments, retail payments, and cash withdrawal/
deposit. The new platform is a component of Bank Al-Maghrib’s
ambitious financial inclusion efforts and will be launched by the
end of November.
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Open Banking
IBM Launches Open
Banking Platform
IBM is entering the open banking arena with the recent launch
of its new Open Banking Platform. Announced at Sibos 2018
in late October, the platform is designed to bridge the gap
between open banking services and legacy systems. The
IBM PSD2 Payment Solution is a special initial offering to
specifically assist banks to navigate the transition to the EU’s
PSD2 standards-based payments. The platform is powered by
IBM’s proprietary technologies, including Watson, and contains
an ecosystem with APIs from IBM Financial Services and thirdparty fintechs.

Central Bank of Bahrain Issues
Draft Rules on Open Banking
Regime
On 11 November, the Central Bank of Bahrain (CBB) released
its draft rules on open banking for industry consultation. The
consultation is part of the Bank’s push to upgrade Bahrain’s
financial sector, which also includes the recent announcement
of a national standardised Quick Response (QR) code and
a recently signed MOU with MAS to cooperate on fintech
initiatives. CBB Governor Rasheed Mohammed Al Maraj said,
“We are pleased to announce the CBB’s roll out of the open
banking initiative in line with its hard push to modernise the
sector and help set best regulatory standards for new and
innovative services in financial services. The regulatory
framework is in line with international best standards thus
creating a sound ecosystem to maintain Bahrain’s strong
position as a leading financial hub in the region.”

Oversight
Reserve Bank of India Opposes
Plan to Strip Payments Oversight
The Reserve Bank of India has clearly signaled its opposition
to proposed plans to create an independent regulatory body –
the Payments Regulatory Board (PRB) – to supervise payments
and settlements in the country. RBI’s Dissent Note was released
in the public domain on 19 October. RBI’s note makes a strong
case for retaining its supervisory remit over the nation’s payment
system, arguing that it constitutes a key component of its larger
mandate. “There has been no evidence of any inefficiency
in payment systems of India,” said the note’s author, Jose J.
Kattoor, Chief General Manager. “The digital payments have
made good and steady progress. India is gaining international
recognition as a leader in payment systems. Given this, there
need not be any change in a well-functioning system.” While
the proposed PRB was not discussed in the nine-hour long
RBI Board meeting held on 19 November, it will likely be
under discussion at the next board meeting, scheduled for
14 December.
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Venezuela’s Petro
Cryptocurrency: An Update

On 29 October, the Government of Venezuela made
its new cryptocurrency – the Petro – officially available
for sale. Initially scheduled for a release of 5 November,
the sale of the Petro follows a reported pre-sale that
commenced in February of this year. News of the Petro
release was announced via the official twitter account of
Vice President of the Economy Tareck El Aissami.
According to the government’s official Petro website,
the new cryptocurrency may be purchased on the
official website with either Bitcoin or Litecoin or from
various government-sanctioned crypto exchanges. Also
featured on the site are a wallet application for storing
and exchanging Petros that users can download, as well
as the Government’s official Whitepaper (in Spanish) on
the cryptocurrency.
While some earlier reports stated that each unit of the
Petro would be backed exclusively by one barrel of
oil, the government now states the cryptocurrency is
“backed by diverse national Venezuelan assets,” of
which oil is but one.
On 7 November, a tweet from Manuel Quevedo, Minister
of Finance and Oil and President of Venezuela’s
state-owned Petróleos de Venezuela S.A. (PDVSA),
announced that “we will be presenting Petro to OPEC
in 2019, as the main digital currency backed by oil.”
Quevedo went on to say that all Venezuelan oil will be
traded in Petros.
The state has taken an active role in helping the Petro
secure a foothold in Venezuelan society. In an effort
to promote uptake and adoption of the Petro, some
Venezuelan banks, at the urging of the government, are
now showing account balances in two denominations:
the sovereign bolivar and the Petro. Further attempts
to legitimise the cryptocurrency, according to local
reporting, show the Petro being used as currency in
cross-border trade with neighboring Brazil. Additionally,
reports have emerged that Venezuelan courts are
ordering compensation awards to be paid in Petros. And,
as was reported in the October issue of Central Bank
Payment News, the government has mandated that
passports be purchased using the new cryptocurrency.
An oil-backed cryptocurrency was first announced
in December 2017 by President Nicolas Maduro
in an attempt to mitigate Venezuela’s deepening
economic crisis.

Digital Transformation
and Financial Inclusion
in Spotlight at Singapore
Fintech Festival

More than 40,000 delegates gathered in Singapore from
12-16 November for the third edition of the Singapore
Fintech Festival (SFF). This year’s Fintech Conference
portion of the event welcomed over 250 speakers and
featured a strong ASEAN theme. Global central banks,
authorities, and international organisations took the
stage to announce a number of innovative platforms,
partnerships, and initiatives related to financial inclusion
and digital transformation.
India’s Prime Minister Narendra Modi announced
the formal launch of the ASEAN Financial Innovation
Network (AFIN)’s API Exchange (APIX). APIX is the
world’s first cross-border, open-architecture platform
and is anticipated to deepen financial inclusion in
ASEAN markets. For more on APIX, see article on page
18. In her keynote speech, the IMF’s Managing Director
Christina Lagarde made international headlines by
stating the case for new digital currency. “I believe we
should consider the possibility to issue digital currency,”
said Lagarde, “There may be a role for the state to
supply money to the digital economy. This currency
could satisfy public policy goals, such as (i) financial
inclusion, and (ii) security and consumer protection; and
to provide what the private sector cannot: (iii) privacy in
payments.” The keynote coincided with the release of
a new IMF paper that examines the pros and cons of
central bank digital currency.
SFF organiser, the Monetary Authority of Singapore
(MAS), announced a remarkable set of new initiatives
including: a consultation on the proposed Sandbox
Express; a MOU signed with the Central Bank of Bahrain
to foster financial services innovation; a new joint report
on cross-border payments transformation with the Bank
of England and Bank of Canada; the groundbreaking
FEAT principles for fairness, ethics, accountability, and
transparency in the use of artificial intelligence (AI) and
data analytics in finance; and along with the Singapore
Exchange, an update on the successful development
of Delivery versus Payment (DvP) capabilities for
the settlement of tokenised assets across different
blockchain platforms.
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PEOPLE ON THE MOVE
Has there been movement in your department? Let CBPN
know and we’ll include the news in our next issue.
On 18 November, Israel’s Cabinet approved the appointment of
incoming Bank of Israel Governor Amir Yaron. He will succeed
former Governor Karnit Flug, who stepped down on 13 November.
Deputy Governor Dr. Nadine Baudot-Trajtenberg is serving as
Acting Governor until Governor Yaron formally assumes his term
in office.
Deputy Governor Roberto del Cueto Legaspi presented his
resignation from Banco de México on 14 November, citing health
reasons. Del Cueto was appointed as Deputy Governor and member
of the Governing Board of the Bank of Mexico in November 2014.
His second term commenced January 2015 and was set to conclude
on 31 December 2022. Del Cueto joined Banco de México in 1973
and has held several prominent positions with the Bank, as well as
a number of other institutions and authorities. The resignation takes
effect on 30 November.
On 22 October, David Roberts joined Currency Research (CR)
as Global Payments Director and now helms the Global Payment
Summit (GPS) event series. He brings over 20 years’ experience
in the global events industry, with a focus on the tech, financial
services, and payments sectors. He custom built an events division
for Complinet, a regulatory information and consultancy platform for
the financial services sector, subsequently acquired by Thomson
Reuters in 2007. In 2014 David joined Compliance Online and was
instrumental in the launch of PaymentsCompliance.
Bank of Korea Governor Juyeol Lee was recently elected as a
new member of the Bank for International Settlements Board of
Directors. Announced on 13 November, Mr. Lee’s appointment will
take effect in January 2019. Chairman of the Board Jens Weidmann,
said, “This appointment recognises the importance of Asia in the
global financial system and in the BIS’s activities and governance.
Moreover, it reflects the important role played by Korea in the
global economy.”

In late October, the World Bank appointed the IFC’s Jingdong
Hua as Vice President and Treasurer, effective 1 January
2019. Mr. Hua is currently IFC’s Vice President and Treasurer
and previously served as Deputy Treasurer at the Asian
Development Bank.
On 18 October, Emilija Nacevska and Ana Mitreska were
elected as Vice-Governors of the National Bank of the Republic
of Macedonia (NBRM), taking up their duties the following day.
Since 2010, Ms. Nacevska has been responsible for monitoring
the development of the national payment system. She joined
NBRM in 1987. Ms. Mitreska has been Director of the Monetary
Policy and Research Department since 2011 and joined the
Bank in 2000.
On 2 November, the Reserve Bank of New Zealand (RBNZ)
announced that it is creating a new Senior Leadership Team
(SLT), effective in December. The significant organizational shift
resulted in a number of new positions that have been filled by
existing staff, while some have elected to leave the Bank. See
the press release for the full list of personnel changes.
The Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland has appointed
Dan Valerian as Assistant Vice President, Product Delivery
and Management in its eGov Department, which helps to
collect payments sent to the US Treasury. Mr. Valerian will
oversee product delivery and management of the Treasury’s
eCommerce initiatives.
Following a contentious selection process, Italy’s Andrea Enria
has been nominated as the European Central Bank’s Chair of
the Supervisory Board. Mr. Enria currently serves as Chair of
the European Banking Authority and was up against Sharon
Donnery, Deputy Governor at the Bank of Ireland. If approved
by Parliament and confirmed by the Council of the European
Union, Mr Enria will succeed current Chair Danièle Nouy on 1
January 2019.

The Bank for International Settlements welcomed Siddarth Tiwari
as Chief Representative for Asia and the Pacific on 1 November. Mr.
Tiwari, formerly with the International Monetary Fund, succeeds Eli
Remolona, who had held the office for the past decade, from 2008
to 2018. Mr. Tiwari will be responsible for deepening cooperation
between BIS and central banks in Asia and the Pacific, and will lead
efforts to enhance understanding of issues of importance to the
region’s central banks and supervisors.

Andrea Inria

Emilija Nacevska

Juyeol Lee

Siddarth Tiwari
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An Expert’s Perspective on Correspondent Banking Issues
The decline in the number of correspondent
banking relationships remains a source of
concern for the international community.
Central Bank Payments NewsTM asked
Jochen Metzger, Director General of
Payments and Settlement Systems at
Deutsche Bundesbank, about the global
efforts to address challenges connected to
correspondent banking activities.
CBPN: The recent Financial Stability Board (FSB)
Correspondent Banking Data Report shows clear evidence
of a decrease in the total number of correspondent banking
relationships. What are the key factors currently influencing
this decline?
JM: At the global level, the reduction of active correspondents
has not resulted in a lower number of payment messages
(volume) or a lower underlying value of the messages
processed through SWIFT. Rather, it has resulted in a decline
in direct flows of payment messages between some countries
and increased concentration of correspondent activity in
the most active corridors. Changing customer expectations,
downsizing, and rising costs due to compliance and
geopolitical risk have resulted in a general scaling back of
correspondent banking services in major global currencies.
The World Bank published country case studies [link] that
provide more qualitative detail regarding the impact of
the decline of correspondent banking and complement
the quantitative evidence presented in the correspondent
banking data report.

CBPN: Can you expand on the concept of “super”
correspondent banks? What are their benefits and
drawbacks?
JM: It can be expected that as a result of the decline of
individual correspondent banking relationships, ‘super
correspondent banks’ will soon emerge and close the gap.
They will specialize in high volume and low-risk countries,
resulting in increased traffic and better service on the major
routes but leaving the rest underserved. In many emerging
economies, banks are already experiencing difficulty in
finding correspondents to process their cross-border
payments.
CBPN: How is the scaling back of active correspondents
impacting the affected jurisdictions? What about the impact
on central banks?

JM: The decline in the number of correspondent banking
relationships remains a source of concern for the international
community. In affected jurisdictions, it may impact the ability to
send and receive international payments, or drive some payment
flows underground, with potential adverse consequences on
international trade, growth, financial inclusion, as well as the
stability and integrity of the financial system. As a central bank,
one of our main goals is global financial stability as well as
smooth functioning of payment flows. Hence, supporting global
correspondent banking is of great importance. In this regard,
the Committee on Payments and Market Infrastructures (CPMI)
Working Group on Correspondent Banking was introduced in
2016 to support central banks and other market participants
with their activities.
CBPN: As you mentioned, central banks must be involved in
correspondent banking issues. How do you think central
banks should address challenges in the correspondent
banking ecosystem?
JM: As a regulator, central banks can address challenges in
correspondent banking by clarifying regulatory expectations
to decrease the uncertainty among the correspondent
banks. They can provide guidance, as well as technical and
procedural assistance. In this regard, central banks should
follow the guidance from global standard setters such as the
CPMI, the FSB, the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision
(BCBS), the Financial Action Task Force (FATF), etc. They
should analyse their local market developments and contribute
their insights to international discussions. Furthermore, they
should prepare their local respondent banks to work actively
on their relationships with correspondent banks. Referring to
this, central banks should invite their local banks to provide
all needed information to the correspondent banks in order to
facilitate an enhanced due diligence.
CBPN: Speaking of due diligence, the BCBS, CPMI, FATF,
and FSB recently called on the Wolfsberg Group to issue
the Correspondent Banking Due Diligence Questionnaire
(CBDDQ). How do you anticipate that the questionnaire
might help to address the decline in active correspondents?
JM: The questionnaire outlines a reasonable set of questions
which a correspondent bank asks to its respondents to collect
Know-Your-Customer (KYC) information used to assess risk. It
is quite similar to a social media profile of a respondent bank,
where you can find all necessary information needed for the
on-boarding process. The questionnaire will help to streamline
the establishment and maintenance of correspondent banking
relationships for those institutions that use it, as well as foster
interoperability of processes for a more efficient exchange of
information through KYC utilities. It will help to address the
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decline in the number of correspondent banking relationships
as part of a cooperative effort by the public and private
sectors to recognize KYC utilities as an effective and efficient
tool to support due diligence processes. Moreover, the
questionnaire could serve as a basis for the standardisation
of the content held in KYC utilities.

CBPN: You are involved in the FSB Correspondent
Banking Coordination Group (CBCG), which coordinates
the FSB action plan to assess and address the decline
in correspondent banking relationships. Beyond the
questionnaire you just spoke on, how is the plan
progressing?
JM: The CBCG has been established to coordinate and
maintain impetus in the implementation of the action plan in
four areas: further examining the dimensions and implications
of the issue; clarifying regulatory expectations, as a matter
of priority, including guidance by FATF and BCBS; domestic
capacity-building in jurisdictions that are home to affected
respondent banks; and strengthening tools for due diligence
by correspondent banks.
The international components of the action plan are largely
in place. The new FATF and revised BCBS guidance should
be followed up by regulators’ statements at the national level
to clarify expectations so the guidelines are appropriately
reflected in supervisory practices and banks’ risk management
practices. FATF and BCBS will continue monitoring progress
in this regard and report in 2019.
The CPMI Working Group on Correspondent Banking has
made some substantial contributions to these areas as well.

CBPN: It has been almost three years since the CPMI
Working Group on Correspondent Banking released its
consultative report. Can you comment on the intended
outcomes of the report and its impact on the correspondent
banking space?
JM: Substantial progress has been made in implementing the
five recommendations of the July 2016 CPMI correspondent
banking report. For example, recommendation #2 on the use
of the Legal Entity Identifier (LEI) in correspondent banking
had been completed by the publication of a first version
of the open source file BIC-to-LEI mapping table by SWIFT
and the Global Legal Entity Identifier Foundation (GLEIF) in
early February 2018. Recommendation #3 on informationsharing initiatives has been completed by the publication of
the FATF Guidance on Private Sector Information Sharing.
Recommendation #4 on the use of payment messages had
also already been completed by the November 2017 CPMI
meeting. And recommendation #5 on the use of the LEI
as additional information in payment messages has been
completed by the publication of the PMPG discussion paper
on the LEI in the Payments Market on 21 November 2017. It
defines a market practice for how to include the LEI in the
current relevant payment messages on an optional basis
without changing their structure. The LEI will also be included
in ISO 20022 payment messages in 2019, which will increase
the utilisation of the LEI further.

Recommendation #1 on the use of KYC utilities requests that
relevant standard setters (such as ISO) consider defining
a standardised minimum set of information for entries in
KYC utilities required from respondent banks. A current
questionnaire distributed by the CPMI secretariat to the major
KYC utilities has shown that the KYC are actively used without
being made mandatory by standard setters.

CBPN: What would correspondent and respondent banks
need to do in order to derive the maximum benefit out of the
recommendations stated in the consultative report?
JM: To maximise the benefits for the banks arising from
the recommendations from the CPMI working group, a
combination of the use of the LEI in payment messages and
the use of a KYC utility is needed. The processes inside the
banks can be performed automatically in the best way as soon
as on-boarding, monitoring and the banks’ own customer data
processes are combined with KYC utilities and the LEI.
Furthermore, to be effective, the solutions designed by
international standard setting bodies and industry organisations
need to be implemented in practice by national authorities and
banks. The CBCG will explore whether further encouragement
could facilitate the effective implementation of the option to use
the LEI to identify originator and beneficiaries of wire transfers.
This would support trust between banks involved in the same
payment chain, as well as reduce the costs and increase
the reliability of sanction screening. The objective would be
implementation at the latest by 2021, when payment messages
are expected to move to the new ISO 20022 standard.

CBPN: Finally, let’s look at where correspondent banking
might be heading. Do you think the new crop of cross-border
instant payment platforms may eventually replace traditional
correspondent banking? What might this look like?
JM: In my opinion, those instant payment platforms will not
replace traditional correspondent banking, but they can
complement it. If there is a central clearing and settlement
engine like we will have with the TARGET Instant Payment
Settlement (TIPS) going live end of this year, some risks arising
from a normal correspondent banking relationship might
be reduced. But this is only possible if all correspondents
and respondents are connected to such a platform and no
currency conversion is needed. In such a powerful system, one
correspondent bank is enough for a respondent bank to reach
all other banks fast enough. Instant payment platforms make it
easier to reduce the number of correspondent relationships in
one currency area without a loss of service. As far as currency
conversion is concerned, new special service offerings are
needed. In this regard, Ripple offers a serious alternative to
other market offerings as more competition provides better
services and/or prices to the customers. As a consequence,
SWIFT introduced the SWIFT gpi as a severe answer to make
the traditional correspondent bank relationships faster and
more efficient.
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Bank of Japan Explores
Opportunities in FinTech and
Financial Innovations

By Norio Hida, Associate Director-General Payment and
Settlement Systems Department, Bank of Japan

FinTech has had an extensive impact on global
financial services. The Bank of Japan (BOJ), like many
other central banks, has been making every effort to
encourage financial innovations and FinTech, with the
aim to enhance the utility and efficiency of payment and
settlement systems and to secure the safety of market
infrastructure and soundness of the financial system as
a whole. As part of these efforts, BOJ recently published
a report, FinTech Special Edition – Financial Innovation
and FinTech, which discusses the basic technologies
behind FinTech and its possible applications, the impact
of FinTech on a wide range of financial services such
as payment and settlements, and how BOJ engages
with FinTech.
The report highlights three key areas in which
technologies have advanced substantially in the current
decade and where they have been applied to financial
services: i) smartphones, ii) artificial intelligence (AI) and
big data analyses, and iii) blockchain and distributed
ledger technology (DLT). The report notes that while
most engagement in the application of blockchain and
DLT remains at the research and experimentation levels,
with the exception of a few initiatives, services delivered
via smartphones have already become one of the main
avenues for various businesses – including finance – to
access end-users.
The report also touches on FinTech’s implications for
financial services. FinTech has the potential to spread
financial services throughout the world and to promote
the globalization of those services. It would also contribute
to the personalization of financial services, involving the
provision of services tailored to each user’s needs by
leveraging AI, big data analyses, and smartphones. FinTech
would further contribute to making both financial and nonfinancial services seamless. Finally, it would help make
new economic activity and development more visible,
thereby contributing to the solution of social challenges
such as protecting the elderly from fraudulent activity.
For further development of FinTech, the report calls for the
following measures. First, communication and cooperation
should be promoted among a wide range of players in
the private sector, as well as public entities. Second, in
pursuing new types of financial transactions such as those
related to crypto-assets, participants must recognize the
extent of risks inherent in such transactions, and relevant
service providers ought to provide appropriate information
and guidelines to consumers and investors. Third, in order
to prevent those risks from materializing, relevant entities

must undertake various measures, including enhancing information
security and preventing cyber attacks.
The report discusses the specific FinTech-related activities that, like
many other central banks, BOJ has been engaged in. These activities are
detailed below.
FinTech Center and its Activities
In April 2016, BOJ established the FinTech Center within its Payment and
Settlement Systems Department. The Center aims to play an active role
as a catalyst to link financial practices with advanced technologies and
research studies, as well as meeting society’s demands in a digitized
world. The FinTech Center hosts various meetings, such as FinTech
Forums that host a wide range of participants such as incumbent financial
institutions, IT companies, FinTech ventures, and academic institutions.
The Center also hosts collaborative conferences with prominent
universities and other entities.
Participation in International Forums
BOJ proactively participates in discussions in international forums related
to FinTech and financial innovations, such as the BIS Committee on
Payments and Market Infrastructures (CPMI), as well as various domestic
conferences.
Research Publications with More Focus on FinTech
BOJ engages in various research and studies related to FinTech, including
the publication of the annex series of the Payment and Settlement
Systems Report in addition to its regular edition.
Project Stella with European Central Bank
In December 2016, BOJ collaborated with the European Central Bank
on Project Stella, a joint research project to study the possible use of
DLT for financial market infrastructures. The first report was published
in September 2017 and summarized the interim results of in-depth
experiments on whether specific existing functionalities of the payment
systems in their jurisdictions could be run in a DLT environment in an
efficient and safe manner. In March 2018, the second report on the
project was released. Moving from payments to securities settlement,
it explored how the delivery of securities against cash could be
conceptually designed and operated in a DLT environment by drawing on
existing delivery-versus-payment (DVP) approaches, as well as innovative
solutions currently being discussed for DLT.
BOJ looks forward to continuing its efforts to encourage financial
innovations and FinTech. These efforts will surely contribute to enhancing
the utility and efficiency of Japan’s payment and settlement systems and
secure the safety of market infrastructure and soundness of the nation’s
financial system as a whole.
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Central Banks and Partners
Continue to Investigate
Digital Currencies
By Chad Harper, Global Payments Consultant at Currency Research and Former Vice President
and Senior Payments Adviser at the Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond
Central Banks, research firms, and technology partners
continue to explore digital currencies and discuss the
circumstances under which various types of digital
currency might make sense for financial systems.
Two key “landscape” reports on digital currency have emerged
in recent months, one by BBVA Research and another from
IBM Blockchain World Wire with the Official Monetary and
Financial Institutions Forum (OMFIF). In addition, Sveriges
Riksbank continued to make central bank digital currency
(CBDC) headlines, publishing its second e-krona project
report along with a new edition of the Economic Review
focused on the effect of an e-krona on the Swedish banking
system. Armed with these reports, the Riksbank Governor
gave a speech confirming that Sweden would embark upon
building a pilot version of the e-krona. Lastly, the Bank of
Israel released a summary report detailing its reasons for not
releasing a CBDC in the near future.
In their collaborative Central Bank Digital Currencies report,
IBM and OMFIF offer findings informed by a survey of twentyone central banks undertaken in Summer 2018. The report
finds that a wholesale CBDC carries the most compelling
business case, citing an interest among central banks in
potential speed, efficiency, and resiliency improvements.
OMFIF Deputy Chairman Philip Middleton notes that “in
the wholesale domain, the prospects for digital payment or
electronic token exchange appear capable of delivering
significant benefits while avoiding most of the difficulties
inherent in retail CBDCs.” The report concludes, however,
that the underlying technology remains to be proven. IBM
and OMFIF recommend a pilot program be initiated, with DLT
experimentation focusing on interoperability of ledgers in
cross-border payments.
The BBVA Research report, Central Bank Digital Currencies:
An Assessment of Their Adoption in Latin America, takes a
more regional focus. Published earlier this year, the report
highlights four CBDC scenarios: A) a wholesale CBDC; B) a
universal (retail) CBDC with anonymity; C) a universal (retail)
CBDC with anonymity and interest capability; and D) a
retail CBDC with “identification” capabilities. Scenario A - a
wholesale CBDC – is again found to be the most probable as
it offers some benefits to the interbank payment system while
generating a relatively low level of disruption to the economy.
The report concludes by calling for further research into how
implementation of a CBDC would affect macroeconomic
variables and financial stability.

retail CBDC could exacerbate bank runs in times of stress and
could decrease the use of bank deposits as a stable source of
funding for banks in making loans. Juks finds that public demand
for e-krona as a safe medium of exchange and store of value
could increase in stressed times. The possible negative effects
could be managed by the e-krona’s design features. Juks also
finds that banks could manage the outflow of deposits towards
e-krona by adjusting their deposit rates, which would preserve
their deposit base and not raise costs substantially. With these
arguments dealt with, Juks concludes by highlighting a key
advantage of e-krona – resiliency. The e-krona would offer the
public a generally accepted way to pay “even when other means
of payments became either economically or technologically
unreliable.”
In his November 6 speech, Riksbank Governor Stefan Ingves
summarises the research into CBDC, including the financial
stability work of Juks. He highlights the role of Central Banks in
providing central bank money – cash – to the economy. As cash
use has been declining significantly in Sweden, Ingves points out
that there is a risk of having no central bank money in the system.
He also points out that card payments are now concentrated in
two non-Swedish companies. In Sweden – and this is not yet the
case with other developed countries – a widely available CBDC
would stand in for cash. Ingves indicates that the Riksbank will
proceed with designing a retail CBDC, and that the design will
take into account certain groups who risk financial exclusion if or
when cash disappears.
Also on 6 November, the Bank of Israel released a report
summarising the various arguments for and against CBDCs.
The report recommends against issuing digital currency “in the
near future.” The Bank states that a main purpose of issuing a
digital currency is to maintain public access to a central bank
liability. However, this is not currently a relevant issue in Israel
“since there is no significant reduction in the use of cash.” The
report concludes by stating that the Bank will examine key CBDC
issues on an ongoing basis.

Sveriges Riksbank has been very active in the CBDC space
for some time and is less reluctant to pursue a retail CBDC
implementation than most other central banks. In the latest
edition of the Riksbank Economic Review, published on 5
November, Riksbank Advisor Reimo Juks discusses financial
stability issues related to e-krona. Juks summarises longstanding arguments against retail CBDCs, notably that a
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Origins of the ASEAN Financial
Innovation Network (AFIN)
By Ivan Mortimer-Schutts, Regional Leader for Retail Payments and
Mobile Banking, International Finance Corporation (IFC)

The ASEAN Financial Innovation Network (AFIN) was established
in 2018 by three founding members – the World Bank Group’s
International Finance Corporation (IFC), the Monetary Authority
of Singapore (MAS) and the ASEAN Bankers Association (ABA).
AFIN aims to facilitate the collaboration between financial
institutions and fintechs as a means to accelerate financial
inclusion and market development.
AFIN is a not-for-profit, membership-based network. It is building
an open ecosystem that enables financial institutions, technology
firms and other actors in the digital financial system to more
readily discover, design and test new products and services. The
strategy of AFIN is to provide an open-architecture cross-border
platform that promotes an inclusive and competitive financial
sector.
AFIN operates the API Exchange (APIX), a global fintech
marketplace and a technical sandbox where institutions can codevelop and test innovative services. Inspiration for the APIX
platform came from MAS and group of motivated partners from
within the dynamic fintech ecosystem that they have helped to
create.
As the fintech sector evolves, it is imperative that fintechs are
able to scale – regionally and globally – to remain dynamic
while becoming stable partners for financial institutions. The
APIX platform will deliver technology innovations more quickly,
efficiently and reliably to local and regional banks via modular
and cloud-based systems.
IFC recognized the great potential that this idea could have to
accelerate its work in financial inclusion. APIX has the potential
to address growing demand from local financial institutions
in developing market access for innovation. APIX also helps
promising fintechs to expand to other countries, thereby gaining
scale and creating more dynamic markets in financial services.
As a founding Member of AFIN, the ABA provides a direct link
to banks across the region. Through the ABA’s members – the
ten national banking associations across ASEAN - AFIN has the
support and motivation through which to ensure it serves the
needs of all markets, while guaranteeing its position as a neutral
and multi-jurisdictional platform. Interest also spread with speed
to markets beyond ASEAN. Today, AFIN is open to 22 emerging
and developing markets across Asia.

Participating banks and fintechs recognize and welcome the
important roles of AFIN’s founding members in supporting
interaction with regulators. AFIN asserts that the financial
industry has a responsibility to support regulators’ efforts, and
that collaboration is essential if the industry is to benefit from
fintech innovations. AFIN is therefore designed to be a source
of practical and operational input and learning opportunities for
regulators, as they think through changes to policy, laws and
supervision.
In the interests of promoting development, many regulators see
that AFIN, under the governance and oversight of its founders,
can be a catalyst of fintech innovation experimentation and a
trusted party in this game-changing process.
Work to establish AFIN began in 2017, during which the founders
developed its strategy and secured commitment from their
respective organisations to pursue this ambitious agenda. At last
year’s FinTech Festival in Singapore, the founders announced the
plan to create AFIN. Later, in early 2018, AFIN was incorporated
in Singapore as an independent legal entity. In parallel the
founders secured funding and initiated a competitive process to
select a technology and operations partner.
AFIN is a lean organisation. While AFIN sets strategy and provides
governance, management of its APIX platform technology and
operations are assumed by a third-party consortium, led by
Virtusa Inc. They were selected in August 2018, through AFIN’s
innovative Demonstration of Capability selection process. The
Virtusa Consortium - which includes Deloitte, Percipient and
Fidor, is charged with developing and operating the marketplace
and sandbox infrastructures on behalf of AFIN. This consortium
operates under the oversight and management of AFIN. This
enables AFIN and its founders to make best use of financial
resources and benefit from world-class services in a rapidly
changing environment.
In November 2018, AFIN unveiled the APIX platform at the
Singapore FinTech Festival. Leading up to the launch by the
Prime Minister of India, APIX onboarded more than 10 financial
institutions and 30 fintechs from the Asian region. During the
festival, over 200 financial institutions and fintechs registered
their interest to join AFIN and the APIX platform.

AFIN was also designed to address the interests and role of
regulators and policymakers. Although AFIN has no regulatory
status or authority, it provides foundations for industry to develop
guidelines and rules in concert with regulators.
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Mobile Payments Interoperability…
and Lack Thereof
Why mobile payment infrastructures fall behind the
rapidly advancing mobile payment technologies.

In several nations across the globe, the regulatory expectations
and legal frameworks of the mobile payments environment
have not yet been sharply defined. Many mobile payment
service providers are not abiding by any well-defined regulatory
requirements, end-users are lacking confidence in the security
of mobile payment transactions and the development of mobile
payment services in a number of countries is being halted.
Evidently, the impediment of financial inclusion is no coincidence;
in most nations, cash remains to be considered as an ideal
and convenient payment method because the conditions for
accessing and trusting mobile payments are not yet favorable.
Consequently, central banks require full management and
control over mobile payments stakeholders to ensure the safety
of banked and unbanked citizens.
To this end, and prior to the dominance of mobile payment
technologies, ProgressSoft Corporation anticipated the need
for an interoperable national mobile switch essential for central
banks to manage all stakeholders in the mobile payments
cycle. In 2008, ProgressSoft introduced the world to its Mobile
Payment Switching and Clearing solution, PS-mpClear, a national
mobile payment switch that provides central banks with control
capabilities over the mobile payments ecosystem and promotes
financial inclusion through allowing unbanked user participation
in the financial system.
PS-mpClear processes interbank and interprocessor mobile
payment transactions and supports the processing and
switching of mobile financial and non-financial transactions on a
straight-through processing basis. It promotes financial inclusion
through the provision of payment services for unbanked users,
while clearing and settling the payment transactions in central
bank money.
As a centralized switching and clearing solution, PS-mpClear
eliminates the need for bilateral agreements between mobile
payment service providers, granting them an open, interoperable
system. With a centralized database for all authorized
participants in the system, central banks are able to utilize a realtime solution to oversee the financial stability of mobile payment
service providers and assure their monetary soundness.
Launched in 2014 by the Central Bank of Jordan, PS-mpClear
has successfully placed the Kingdom of Jordan at the forefront
of financial inclusion efforts on a global scale. The solution has
fulfilled the Central Bank of Jordan’s switching, clearing and
regulatory roles including single financial transaction switching
and processing, clearing of transactions between different
financial institutions and integration with the central bank’s
Real-Time Gross Settlement System (RTGS). Today, the Central
Bank of Jordan is monitoring cashflow and overseeing all mobile
payment transactions in the Kingdom, including micropayments.
It is now empowered to regulate mobile payments, manage
the financial stability of mobile payment service providers and
assure their compliance with its regulations.

In 2017, PS-mpClear was launched in the Sultanate of Oman,
helping it attain one more milestone for the national payment
systems of the Central Bank of Oman; the provision of a
secure, instantaneous funds transfer mechanism through the
use of mobile devices. Accessibility, convenience and security
were attained by the new implementation, and ever since, the
wider use of electronic payments has been encouraged in
the Sultanate.
Today, as billions of mobile payment transactions approach the
trillion mark, an interoperable and well-defined mobile payments
infrastructure is no longer supplemental to central bank payment
systems, it is absolutely essential for empowering mobile
payment services and facilitating financial inclusion efforts.

About ProgressSoft
Established in 1989, ProgressSoft Corporation is a global
provider of real-time payment solutions serving 370 banks
and central banks in 24 countries across the globe.
Today, ProgressSoft provides a pioneering Total National
Payments System (PS-TNaPS) that consolidates payments,
clearing and settlement solutions all in one system. PSTNaPS finalizes payments instantly using Blockchainbased Central Bank Digital Currency (PS-CBDC) or by
settlement of e-money through the RTGS.
Payment systems consolidated within PS-TNaPS include
Blockchain-based Central Bank Digital Currency, Mobile
Payments Switching & Clearing, Mobile Payments
Solution, Real-time Retail Payments, Real-Time Gross
Settlement, Automated Clearing House – Direct Credit
and Direct Debit, Electronic Funds Transfer, Electronic
Bill Presentment and Payment, Electronic Check Clearing
and more.
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The Digital Economy in Focus:
Highlights from Sibos 2018
By Gonzalo Santamaria, Vice President of Payments
Currency Research
For the third time in its 40-year history, SWIFT’s annual Sibos
conference was held in Sydney, underpinned by the theme of
‘Enabling the Digital Economy.’ Four additional sub-themes
threaded through the week’s numerous panel discussions
and meetings that afforded a valuable update on the trends
affecting the worldwide payments landscape in the context of
the digital ecosystem.
The 2018 sub-themes focused on the impact of data, AI, and
robotics on payments, the role of information sharing in combating
financial crime, how cybersecurity challenges can be addressed,
and how the industry can adapt to evolving geopolitical and
regulatory priorities.
From a regulator and central bank perspective, the multiple
debates on instant payments were of key interest. Presentations
touched on fostering interoperability via ISO 20022 to facilitate
cross-border payments, as well as the experiences and
expectations of the already 40+ jurisdictions with live platforms
now operating.
Central banks across the globe are becoming increasingly
involved in retail payments settlement as evidenced by the
European Central Bank’s (ECB) upcoming TARGET Instant
Payment Settlement (TIPS) service, the Federal Reserve’s
Fedwire Funds Service, and the Reserve Bank of Australia’s
(RBA) New Payments Platform (NPP). Not only do these initiatives
offer 24/7/365 access, they have also signalled that payments
are no longer the sole domain of the incumbent banks. As noted
in a Wednesday presentation, in some cases the challenger/
neo-banks and non-bank payment service providers (PSPs) are
able to settle directly with the central banks. When the potential
for merchants to lower card-based fees is added to the mix,
compounded by speed of settlement, further disruption of card
and cash payments at POS will likely result.
With many casting an eye at long-running instant payment
schemes in experienced markets, such as the UK’s Faster
Payments service, the debate on the factors influencing adoption
vary; some opt for government-steered regulation, while others
assert that uptake owes more to industry momentum via the
national clearing houses. One thing is certain, whether it is the
core banking systems or the central bank/RTGS, neither operate
in real-time and are thus creating barriers to achieving maximum

efficiencies. Several G20 markets confirmed that these barriers
are becoming a significant concern. These issues will be
discussed in more detail next June at the Central Bank Payments
Conference (CBPC) in Berlin.
Enabling and promoting effective competition is one of the core
tenets of regulation and oversight. This has never been more
true than with the introduction and promotion of Open Banking,
a topic that framed some lively debates during the event.
Presentations touched on Australia’s Consumer Data Right,
which is paving the way for a new Open Banking regime, issues
of interoperability and security in an API-connected environment,
the emerging concept of “banking-as-a-platform,” and more.
What does this mean for central banks? While past regulation
focused on tighter controls and governance of the banking
industry, the post-GFC landscape has seen the emergence of
new regulated payment service providers (PSPs) bringing a
healthy dose of competition to the arena. New competition is,
according to a recent Fiserv survey report, driving better service
and pricing for bank customers. The overwhelming percentage
of survey respondents agreed that the limitations of the bank’s
existing legacy systems and infrastructure continue to hinder
competitive response in this particular area.
A key session delved into one of the more pressing topics in
central bank payments: the role of the central bank within the
emerging fintech landscape. Speakers from RBA, the ECB, Bank
of Japan, and the Fed looked at the new challenges posted to
financial authorities by new innovations. Four core issues came
under debate, including fintech’s impact on financial markets, the
economy, prices, cyber security, and data protection, as well as
its impact on currency, payments, and settlements. The panelists
elaborated on the latter, looking at the extent to which central
banks should extend payment and settlement infrastructures to
the public sphere.
This year’s Sibos reconfirmed that banks and financial service
providers are in a transformative phase as they embark on a
transition over to the digital economy. In this exciting period
of upheaval and disruption, central bank involvement in the
payments transformation journey is critical to ensure a level
playing field, and to safeguard consumer protection, cyber
readiness, and overall financial stability.
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The UK’s Cryptoassests Taskforce, consisting of HM
Treasury, the Financial Conduct Authority, and the Bank
of England, published on 29 October its Final Report on
the UK’s regulatory and policy approach to cryptoassests
and distributed ledger technology (DLT) in financial
services. Featuring an overview of cryptoassests and the
technology that underpins them, the report additionally
weighs the possible risks and benefits associated with
cryptoassests and articulates a regulatory guide for
the present and future. While the report notes minimal
current benefit to be derived from cryptoassests, it
regardless argues that benefits may indeed emerge in
the future. Presently, the chief priorities of regulators
should be to ensure financial stability and protect
consumers from illicit activities related to cryptoassests,
each of which should be addressed within the existing
regulatory framework. However, given the dynamism
and likely evolution of the crypto industry, the Taskforce
will continue to evolve its regulatory approach in order to
address future challenges.

In early November, Portugal Fintech released Portugal
Fintech Report 2018, an examination of the most
noteworthy trends and developments in the country’s
fintech sector. In addition to its overview of the current
state of Portugal’s fintech landscape, the report includes
profiles of several fintech start-ups as well as insights
from many of the leading players in Portugal’s fintech
space. Of particular interest is the section devoted to
Portugal FinLab, a communication channel that connects
fintech innovators with the leading regulatory entities
within the country, including Banco de Portugal (BdP).
Informed by current global best practices, Portugal FinLab
helps both new entrants and incumbent institutions
navigate Portugal’s regulatory landscape, stressing that
“regulation needs to be nimble and cooperative.”

America has seen considerable growth in the number of
new fintechs, with most activity happening in Brazil and
Mexico. Gender inclusion is featured prominently, with
the report noting the number of regional fintech firms
founded by women far outpacing global averages. From
a regulatory perspective, the report finds a majority of
fintech stakeholders believing that either new regulations
are necessary or that the current framework is sufficient.
Despite some obstacles to regulation, many of which are
vestiges of the civil law tradition, the report acknowledges
that an ongoing dialogue must be maintained between
regulators and industry stakeholders that encourages,
rather than stifles, regional innovation.
In mid-October, SWIFT issued a new white paper -- The
Transformation of the European Payments Landscape –
a thorough examination of the critical forces driving the
reshaping of market infrastructure on the continent and
the regulatory response to these developments. From
ISO 20022, PSD2, and RT1, to TIPS and Open Banking,
Europe has witnessed a paradigm shift in payments
that has fostered tremendous innovation and growth. In
light of these transformative changes to the payments
landscape, SWIFT’s report attempts to articulate a way
forward for European financial institutions.
To date, cross-border payments have not caught up to
innovations in the domestic payments space and remain
reliant on the correspondent banking model (for more on
issues in correspondent banking, see Metzger interview
on page 14). On 15 November, the Bank of Canada,
Bank of England, and Monetary Authority of Singapore
published a joint report examining challenges in crossborder payments and settlements and proposing
alternative models to enable efficient payments across
borders. The report, Cross-Border Interbank Payments
and Settlements: Emerging Opportunities for Digital
Transformation, will be of interest to the global central
banking community as it provides a detailed framework
to assess cross-border payments and settlements.
It also discusses the potential implementations of a
variety of payment models from technical and nontechnical perspectives. “There is significant room for
improvement in the cross-border payments space,”
remarked Scott Hendry, Bank of Canada Senior Special
Director, Financial Technology. “Major changes are
being proposed by current service providers as well
as start-ups that regulators need to research to better
understand. This project was a major step forward in
international cooperation and in our understanding of
the possible alternatives.”

Zooming out for a broad, pan-regional perspective on
fintech happenings, the Inter-American Development
Bank (IDB) and Finnovista released on 5 November their
joint report, Fintech en América Latina 2018: Crecimiento
y Consolidación (Fintech in Latin America 2018: Growth
and Consolidation), an exploration of the current state
of fintech developments throughout Latin America. Latin
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TALKING POINTS
Every month, CBPN saves you time by
compiling the most relevant speeches on
central bank payments issues.
OCTOBER 2018
Banco de España
Financial Disintermediation and the Future of the Banking Sector.
Delivered by Governor Pablo Hernández de Cos on 30 October.
Banco de Portugal
From Repair To Vision: Conceptions for a Common Beneficial and
Resilient Financial Architecture and Institutional Framework in the
EU. Delivered by Vice-Governor Elisa Ferreira on 31 October.
Bank for International Settlements
Financial Inclusion in the Age of Fintech: A Paradigm Shift.
Delivered by Deputy General Manager Luiz Awazu Pereira da Silva
on 25 October.
Bank Negara Malaysia

Distribution in a Digital Economy - Customer @ Core.
Delivered by Assistant Governor Encik Adnan Zaylani Mohamad
Zahid on 18 October.
Bank of Canada
Money for Nothing? A Central Banker’s Take on Cryptoassets.
Delivered by Senior Deputy Governor Carolyn A. Wilkins on 4
October (published on 25 October).
Bank of Ghana

A Safer Digital Financial Industry. Delivered by Director of Policy
and Risk Gerry Cross on 22 October.
Bank of Ireland
Hubs and Spokes: Remarks on Innovation And Outsourcing.
Delivered by Director of Policy and Risk Gerry Cross on 22
October.
Bank of Japan
The Future of Money. Delivered by Deputy Governor Masayoshi
Amamiya on 20 October.
Bank of Uganda
Widening Financial Inclusion to Support and Spread Uganda’s
Economic Growth. Delivered by Deputy Governor Louis Kasekende
on behalf of Governor Emmanuel Tumusiime-Mutebile on
31 October.
Banque de France
Where Do Crypto-Assets Fit into Our Payment System? Delivered
by First Deputy Governor Denis Beau on 31 October.
Central Bank of The Bahamas
Industry Solutions to the Withdrawal of Correspondent Banking
Relationships. Delivered by Governor John A. Rolle on 29 October.
Monetary Authority of Singapore
Asia’s Digital Transformation. Delivered by Managing Director Ravi
Menon on 31 October.
NOVEMBER 2018
Banco de Portugal
The Revised Payment Services Directive. Delivered by Director
Hélder Rosalino on 2 November.
Bank for International Settlements
Money and Payment Systems in the Digital Age. Delivered by
General Manager Agustín Carstens on 1 November.
Bank for International Settlements
Distributed Ledger Technology and Large Value Payments: A
Global Game Approach. Delivered by Economic Adviser and Head
of Research Hyun Song Shin on 9 November.

Bank Negara Malaysia

Digitization of Remittances for Migrant Workers in Malaysia.
Delivered by Assistant Governor Donald Joshua Jaganathan on 3
November.
Bank of Botswana
Navigating a Path Between Regulation and Innovation for Financial
Market Development: Opening Bell Ceremony Delivered by
Governor Moses D. Pelaelo on 1 November.
Bank of Finland
Future Proofing Your Bank? Digital Transformation and Regulatory
Reform in the Financial Sector. Delivered by Governor Olli Rehn on
11 November.
Bank of Lithuania
Lithuania to Stay One Step Ahead of the Fintech Game. Delivered
by Governor Vitas Vasiliauskas on 8 November.
Banque de France
Digital Finance, Market Disruption, and Financial Stability. Delivered
by First Deputy Governor Denis Beau on 12 November.
Deutsche Bundesbank

How is Brexit Transforming the Global Financial Landscape?
Delivered by Member of the Executive Board Burkhard Balz on
9 November.
European Central Bank and Bank for
International Settlements

The New Frontier of Payments and Market Infrastructure:
On Cryptos, Cyber and CCPs. Delivered by Chair of the BIS
Committee on Payments and Market Infrastructures and Member
of the Executive Board of the ECB Benoît Cœuré on 15 November.
Federal Reserve System

What Are We Learning about Artificial Intelligence in Financial
Services? Delivered by Governor Lael Brainard on 13 November.
International Monetary Fund
Winds of Change: The Case for New Digital Currency. Delivered by
IMF Managing Director Christine Lagarde on 14 November.
Monetary Authority of Singapore
Technological Innovation and Supervision of Financial Institutions.
Delivered by Deputy Managing Director (Financial Supervision)
Ong Chong Tee on 2 November.
Monetary Authority of Singapore
Singapore FinTech: Innovation, Inclusion, Inspiration. Delivered by
Managing Director Ravi Menon on 12 November.
Norges Bank
Challenges for the Payment System. Delivered by Deputy
Governor Jon Nicolaisen on 1 November.
Norges Bank
Central Bank Digital Currencies (charts only). Delivered by Deputy
Governor Jon Nicolaisen on 5 November.
South African Reserve Bank
The Evolution of South Africa’s Electronic Payment Systems and
the Potential of Fintech. Delivered by Deputy Governor Francois
Groepe on 5 November.
Sveriges Riksbank
The e-krona and the Payments of the Future. Delivered by
Governor Stefan Ingves on 6 November.
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